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Summary of learning goals
• Students make links between gradient and angle by applying their understanding of the tangent ratio 

to find the actual angles represented by a road grade sign or the angle of a street.

Australian Curriculum: Mathematics (Year 9)
ACMMG224: Apply trigonometry to solve right-angled triangle problems.

ACMNA294: Find the midpoint and gradient of a line segment (interval) on the Cartesian plane using a 
range of strategies, including graphing software.

Summary of lessons
Who is this sequence for?
Students who are familiar with:

• the use of the three basic trigonometric ratios to find unknown angles

• plotting points and lines on the Cartesian plane.

Lesson 1: How Steep is That?
Students are presented with examples of road grade signs, research what is a road grade and determine 
the actual angle of a road when given its grade. Students then construct their own road sign using the 
actual angle of elevation, and confirm their understanding by creating a sign for a ramp or slope around 
their school.

Lesson 2: The World’s Steepest Street
Students use photos and YouTube videos of Baldwin Street, in New Zealand (the steepest street in the 
world at the time of publishing) to find the angle of elevation and tangent ratio of the street, then model 
the road system on a Cartesian plane. They analyse the elevation profile of the street and assess the 
accuracy of claims made about Baldwin Street.
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Reflection on this sequence
Rationale
Through this sequence students come to appreciate the importance of trigonometry in real-world 
applications. Their conceptions of angle and gradient are challenged when they realise that the actual 
angle represented on road signs is remarkably small.

 reSolve mathematics is purposeful
• The sequence shows how mathematical ideas are represented and used in a real-world 

context.

• Mathematical ideas of gradient and tangent are connected.

 reSolve tasks are inclusive and challenging
• The sequence activates students’ knowledge of trigonometry through the investigation of a 

real-world context.

• Narrative concerning steepness of streets brings the investigation to life to motivate and 
engage students.

 reSolve classrooms have a knowledge-building culture
• The sequence challenges existing conceptions as students realise that their initial estimates 

of angles represented by a road sign are grossly exaggerated.


